[Fusion correction of polydactyly].
Polydactyly is the most common aesthetic hand anomaly. Its surgical correction is indicated for aesthetic, but especially for functional reasons. Independent of the degree and location (pre- or postaxial) of the anomaly the creation of one single unit, which corresponds to the functional as well as to the cosmetical demands is the main purpose of the operative correction. The principle of this operative procedure is the fusion of the two fingers by using all existent structures. Therefore and due to the individuality of each case of polydactyly only after clear exposure identification of soft tissue structures is possible. Resecting procedures of bony and soft tissue structures which are performed before the fusion shall therefore be performed after the exposure and by preservation of all structures, which are necessary for growth, function, sensibility and blood supply. Using these principles clinical experiences which were made with this method are demonstrated while also postoperative results are shown.